
Ext – police station – night 

Radhika offers to drop them. They agree. They walk in front 
and on the way Chacko tells Hari that Joe has been kidnapped. 
As they reach the gate, Radhika is right behind them. Douglas’ 
car comes and pulls them into it. Radhika sees this and runs 
back into the police station.  

Int – Car – Night 

Chacko & Hari see Douglas and IBM all beaten up inside the 
car. And for the first time they see Rana. He smiles at them 
and beats them up badly inside the car. Tells them they fucked 
with the wrong person.  

int – police station – night 

Radhika tells the SI that the boys have been kidnapped. The 
police immediately get ready to leave. Asks Radhika also to 
come along.  

Int – Car – Night 

Chacko tells Rana that they’ve given the bag to someone else 
to Hari’s surprise. Rana asks the place, Chacko tells the 
place. They go there.  

Int – Car – Dawn.  

They reach the place. Rana gives Chacko & Hari ten minutes to 
go get the bag. Otherwise he will come up and kill them. 
Chacko agrees and goes up with Hari.  

Int/Ext – Location to be fixed – Early Morning 

A very calm and quiet place. Rachel, Tony and Joe along with 
their men are having breakfast along with some public here and 
there. Chacko and Rachel have a dialogue exchange. Chacko 
tells her he’ll give the bag only if he leaves Joe. Rachel 
starts shouting and realizes it’s a public place and controls 
herself. Chacko starts saying he doesn’t care for Joe and will 
not give the money irritating Rachel and kills time for ten 
minutes.  

Early morning 

Rana walks into the place. Chacko tells Rachel here comes the 
money. Tells Rana they’re not giving the bag. Rana sees Tony 
and gets even more pissed. Rachel pulls out a gun, Rana, 



Douglas and their men also pull out their guns. Gunfight. 
Chaos. 

Downstairs  

The police reach the place followed by Radhika in her car. The 
SI asks the force to come along. They hear the gunfight and 
get scared. On SI’s compulsion they all storm up even though 
unsure. Radhika gets out of her car and waits.  

Climax Fight 

Chacko, Hari and Joe manage to escape from there with some 
struggle. IBM also sneaks out in the meanwhile. He gets into 
Radhika’s car and hides in there while Radhika’s still 
outside.  

Climax Fight.  

The police come in to see that Rachel and Douglas are dead. 
And correctly when they get in, Rana shoots Tony in the head. 
Douglas’ men run away after he’s dead and the police arrests 
Rana.   

 

 

Int – Auto – Day 

Chacko, Hari and Joe are in an auto. Entha ippo 
Douglasbhavichathu, aara angottum ingottum vedivechathu? 
Decides to start a new life and escape from Bangalore for a 
while.  

TV  

Malayalam News clipping of SI saying that he has arrested a 
huge notorious drug trafficking gang and Rana has also been 
booked for the crime of killing the Kannada actor. He is happy 
about a promotion.  

Int- Jail – Day/Night 

A constable comes and warns Rana about the don’s intentions. 
Rana cribs about how he was loyal to the don and decides to 
confess everything. Two men come from the dark with a knife to 
kill him.  

Ext – Resort/Golf Course/Poolside – Day 



Don orders two new men to go find where the bag is.  

Ext – Auto showroom – Day 

IBM has a fleet of autos and is the king of his area. This is 
the inauguration of his new showroom. And he has the bag 
safely with him.  

Ext- Haridwar – Day 

The boys and Joe start afresh after a devotional trip. Turns 
around to see Sadhus smoking bhang from chillums. Also sees 
the girl from goa there. Nannavan sammathikkilla.  

 

THE END.  


